
PAID FOR WRITING ARTICLES

Are you looking for article writing websites so you can start earning money online? Jobs, where article writers can be
earning money, are listed every day. If you want to earn money by writing online for others, here are 10 sites where you
can get paid to write your own articles.

Suite , Minneapolis, MN  Go here to get started on Fiverr. Read the summaries below to figure out which ones
are best suited for you. See this post , and this one. Once set to publish, you will be paid via PayPal. You can
find a list of more sites that pay for guest articles here. Brazen formerly Brazen Careerist will pay if you
pre-arrange it with their editor. But if you have time to manage a profile on multiple freelancing sites â€” on
more than one website that pays you to write â€” then by all means cast a wider net for jobs and try some of
these too. So, you can easily build your portfolio, and as a result expose your work to thousands of people.
InboxDollars pays you to watch videos, search, shop, take surveys, and more. Topics need to be unique and
have a high impact. After careful effort and painstaking research, I prepared and compiled this list of websites
that offer writers an opportunity to make money writing articles. Prose pays around 25 cents per word. Your
lists can be about anything, as long as the topic is unique, unusual or interesting. Recommend a site or sites
you can write on and a concept for your article. How to get started Apply for an Author account and choose
your area of expertise Once approved, browse writing jobs Read the job specs carefully. You pitch an article
idea by writing the article idea, along with the five subtopics under the idea, a full column, and the
information. Pay is variable, so negotiate to get your desired rate. Niche: Make Money Writing Payment
Method: Paypal Even though Carol has already gotten more offers than needed for the whole of , I think her
blog is still worth being listed. Article writing is a popular service offered on the site so writers are bound to
find plenty of leads for assignments. Your article can be anything from words to 1, words, and you will still be
paid the same amount no matter how long your content is, as long as it is accepted. Make a Living Writing. Be
mindful that while you can definitely write short and quick articles online, longer articles will usually pay
more. Pitch stories with a British slant for an international audience. You can then leverage these reviews to
help you land even more jobs with new clients in future. You can choose to work with the clients or websites
that interest you most. In other words, by writing for most of the blogs on this list you are being paid to market
yourself. Therefore, if you consider yourself a decent writer, you can always monetize this skill. Please note
that they do not open attachments. July 12, As a freelance writer, it can be a struggle to find high-quality
paying work. The great thing about Upwork is that you can get paid pretty fast. April Update: Upwork is
rolling out a brand new system for their Connects â€” they are gradually rolling it out to all user accounts, and
expect to complete this by the end of June  It's a skill that not everyone has and machines can't replace. This
print mag focusing on early American style, decorating, and traditions publishes seven times yearly and
welcomes the fresh voices of new writers. You will get to view their guidelines so you can be sure to tick all
the boxes. You can submit short stories to take advantage of the amazingly huge readership over here. Note:
This market asked to be removed because they were receiving pitches that were not well targeted. They have a
to word limit for each article. Clients can opt to pay you a portion of the payment as a deposit before you even
start writing. Negotiate your rate as part of the pitching process. Tech A List Apart covers web design.
Download their guidelines as a Word document. Have you ever thought about getting paid to write short
articles online? The site is well-respected and has a good reputation, so you should be able to make a great
income for quality articles you submit. A quick tip â€” You will have more success if you limit your areas of
expertise to only those things you are truly passionate about.


